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Project Overview

The Small Channel Shootout is a web-based application that aims to promote small content creators and their content by hosting a voting "shootout" between channels.

Project Design

The web application is built using MERN stack. (MongoDb, Express, React and Node).

- MongoDB provides database service.
- Express middleware connects backend and frontend.
- A responsive and cross-platform frontend was built using the React library.
- The application's backend is hosted using a Node.js server.

Features

The user will have the ability to vote on videos that compete against one another. After each voting period ends, the winning videos are displayed on the homepage of the website.

Additional functionality includes:

- Users will be able to create posts where they can discuss about the contents of the website.
- User's profile pages will have their information with liked video and videos they have voted on.
- The app will generate revenue by running ads on it.

Goals

The project provides a platform where people can consume, discuss, and vote for the content of small channels.

Our group predicts that this platform will generate a larger interest and investment into small channels as a whole.

Project Importance

Small creators are not really getting the recognition they deserve because it is hard for them to compete with big creators. This project hopes to give small channels a platform where they compete with other small channels. This platform helps the content creators to show their talents and people can enjoy new contents that they would not have seen otherwise.

Final Thoughts

This website will provide a necessary supplement to social platforms like YouTube. We will give smaller channels the chance to grow a fanbase better than YouTube or Twitch would. Small channels should have just as much of a chance to be viewed as large channels.

Testing

Each new feature we add to the web application undergoes thorough testing to ensure optimal functionality.